
Lunch with
Victory Kitchen

A grassroots community resource center in Berkeley



You can't get very
far until you start 
doing something
for somebody else”
– Melvin Jones

“



Victory Kitchen is a 
resource center focused on 

nourishing connected 
communities through

food, craft, and service.





Third space (n)
One space is the domestic sphere: the family and the home; a 

second space is the sphere of civic engagement including 
school, work and other forms of public participation; and set 
against these is a Third Space where individual, sometimes 

professional, and sometimes transgressive acts are played out: 
where people let their "real" selves show.



Third spaces are our cultural legacy



Third spaces are our cultural legacy

and our future



Victory Kitchen provides a 
safe, empowering place for 

all people to focus on 
personal and collective 

nourishment, from meals to 
workshops to service 

opportunities.



A donation-based, bi-weekly community dinner 
focused on providing a thoughtful, high quality 

meal at little to no cost to the diner; 
participants are invited to explore an activity or 

collaborate in an act of community service 
together while the soup simmers.

Stone Soup
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Stone Soup



Victory Kitchen collaborates 
with local organizations and 

makers in order to share 
power and knowledge.



Bay Area Rescue Mission

Valentine’s Day Goodie Bags



AIR Bay Area

Artist in Residence



Homeless Lives Matter & Edible Explorations

Cooking for a Cause



Sweet Maria’s Coffee

Let’s Learn About Coffee



All Gold Screen Printing & It’s Just Great

Community Through Print



Community Voices



Alaina A.

Recently transplanted from the East Coast,
Victory Kitchen has been a bimonthly 
homecoming, thousands of miles away from 
family and loved ones.

I've come to meet new people, to create, and to 
dine, all while serving Stone Soup's greater vision 
of enhancing social justice and creating a like-
minded community.

“



Brad B.

Victory Kitchen gives attendees a chance to break 
out of their usual social circles and organize 
around food and craft-y hobbies. It's a chance to 
socialize and get exposure to the diversity, across 
all sorts of lines, in the Bay Area that I would 
otherwise certainly miss out on.

We learn neat crafts, which is satisfying, and 
occasionally do volunteer work, which is even 
more satisfying.

“



Kehau L.

I've enjoyed every minute being at Victory Kitchen.
I consider myself an introvert and there are a lot
of times that I avoid meeting new people because
I can start to feel anxiety and panic but that never 
actually happens when I go to Victory Kitchen.

It’s a special place where everyone is welcomed 
and can feel comfortable. I'm so lucky to be a part 
of this emerging non-profit/workshop/community.

“



Nils S.

Coming to the Victory Kitchen dinners has given 
me the opportunity to meet new people in Berkeley, 
share a delicious meal with them, and make more 
connections. I really appreciate the hospitality and 
friendliness of the people at Victory Kitchen, as well 
as your generosity.

“



Thank you.


